
Master Investor Q&A
Control the Conversation



Women Generate More 
Revenues 

● Start-ups with women-founded or women-co-
founded generated five-year combined average 
revenues of $730,000 compared to men’s $662,000

● “In the MassChallenge sample, additional $85 
million would have been generated over the five-
year period studied.”



Women Have 
Improved Investment Efficiency

● Women produce 77 cents of revenue for every 
dollar invested

● Men produce 31 cents of revenue for every 
dollar invested

● Women are 2.5 X better



Women have Equivalent Exits 
when Funded Similarly



But Women Achieve Fewer Financings 
& Smaller Investments

● Crunchbase reports men received 7 times 
more investment than women

● UK’s Financial Times reports women-only 
founded start-ups receive 1% of VC finance

● Canada VC industry invests 3.6% in women-led 
startups

350 companies in sample, 92 with female founders or co-
founders; MassChallenge US super accelerator



Why is there Such a Discrepancy?
It is a Growing Industry Issue



VCs Seek Certain Skills

Investor Q&A is where VCs make their 
investment decisions

The key to unlocking the door to VC investment is not just 
a path of innovation

• VCs see hundreds or thousands pitches every years

• They could invest in any of these new products & 
innovations

VCs have a template of skills they recognize as being 
venture grade

• They call it the narrative

Evidence has shown that people who have this skill raise 
millions more over the life of their start-up than those who 
do not have this skill

These skills are demonstrated during the Q&A 
conversations (not during the pitch)

Investoready provides knowledge, skills and practice

Using evidence from the world’s best research, Investoready 
built a skills-based program to train founders to enhance the 
critical winning skills

Practice answering Investor Q&A with scientific feedback
develops acumen in specific areas

Investoready provides the training, proven solutions about 
inherent biases founders cannot change, & immediate, 
automated feedback

Investoready clients are provided with a place to practise

• A private location to practice with 100 typical VC 
questions

• Using immediate, industry-agnostic feedback to 
develop these very specific skills



VCs need business leaders - not technicians

VCs want founders who weave a story, build the narrative 

VCs need founders to discuss concepts that correlate with 
investment

• Using role-play, founders benefit from one of the world’s most 
effective learning methodologies

• Console delivers immediate, unbiased, industry-agnostic feedback

• Console uses automated role-play to practice skills

Investoready Trains Founders to 
Control Investor Q&A Conversations







What VCs are Saying

You’re hitting the nail on the head by helping to 
develop a skill set critical to fundraising.  And it’s 
automated!   Associate, Nova Scotia

“Q&A is critical. They need to weave a story 
rather than jumping all over the place. It's a 
performance, unfortunately. They need to weave 
other aspects into their answer.   

General Partner, New York

I like this approach. I want to help. 
Two-time General Partner 

This is a pretty cool focus on Q&A. It takes self-
study to a new level. 

Life Sciences VP Investment

Can I have this? 
Partner, Montreal



Endorsements from Multiple-Fund VCs

Salutation omitted Salutation omitted



Thank you! Investoready helped me 
overcome my worst
nightmare, Investor Q&A.



Keys to Founder Success
Building Skills Requires Practice

VCs who participated with Investoready’s programming 
endorse its use and recommend it to their own investees.   
Some VCs value the content and skills training so much they 
pay for it for their investees.

It “… provides a safe place to practice answering and working 
with typical VC questions,” said Patrick Keefe, a two-time 
General Partner.  

Investoready “is a skills-based program that delivers, 
immediate, unbiased, industry-agnostic feedback” to venture 
founders.  

Investoready provides a combination of VC research 
important to investment, robust insights to help founders 
understand their new role, a safe place to practice called the 
Console, and immediate feedback.

Up-skill and Multi-skill Founders

Founders need more than the essence of a great innovation –
they need to be leaders as well.  Most of them are, they just 
don’t know it.

Training takes capable people and makes them accessible to 
senior positions like founders and co-founders.

This is formal, structured training that is accomplished over a 
number of months.  

VCs see a difference in their founders – often within weeks

Producing immediate results, Investoready clients have won 
access to bigger prizes and more than $6.3 M for women who 
had been looking for VC investment for years.



“I do want to share that I have completed a couple of sessions.  Most importantly – between 
this tool and the accelerator program I attended last week, I have had a spark of clarity in 
terms of what I was missing in my pitch in terms of painting the big aspirational vision, 
which explains pretty much the feedback that I received all last year.” 

Sumati Pundit, Founder Kaitongo

“I love taking short courses.  They don’t take over your life and you learn something new.  
Like working with you.”

Founder raised $5 million 

Unsolicited Testimonials



Investoready: Master Q&A Skills 
with Online Role-Play



Dr.EllenFarrell@gmail.com

902 802 4207

mailto:Dr.EllenFarrell@gmail.com
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